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(+1)7807379090 - https://trang-tien-restaurant.business.site/?m=true

On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Trang Tien from Beaumont. Currently, there are 17
courses and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about Trang Tien:
1) its location is in the French quarter of hanoi, near the hoan kiem lake. beautiful walk to the ice shop. 2) they
get a taste of how a local ice is. it may taste like a common vanilla ice cream in a sugar cone, but for me it was

such a tasty bite. 3) no long lines when we were there on the afternoon. 4) relatiw affordable (13.000 w. for an ice
cream) 5) the ice was perfect for hot weather (mai, juni, juli, august). The restaurant is accessible and can

therefore also be used with a wheelchair or physiological limitations. What User doesn't like about Trang Tien:
Ordered some salad rolls and an order of sweet and sour pork. The salad rolls were very small and the sweet

and sour pork had a morsel of meat mixed in with an abundance of vegetables(the taste was also very bland), to
make it seem like the portion size was larger. As for the price it was pretty expensive, I believe 11$ for each order

of the salad rolls and 20$ for the sweet and sour pork..... You definitely aren't g... read more. Different tasty
French dishes are served in Trang Tien from Beaumont, In addition, many visitors look forward to enjoying
traditional Vietnamese dishes with the perfect hint of Southeast Asian flavor during a visit at the Trang Tien.
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Alcoholi� Drink�
BEER

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Desser�
VANILLA ICE CREAM

Chicke� Wing�
WINGS

Restauran� Categor�
FRENCH

Chicke�
FRIED CHICKEN

CHICKENWINGS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
ICE CREAM

SOUP

NOODLES

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

BEEF

GINGER

ONION

TOFU

MEAT

PORK MEAT
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